INSTALLATION

RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR

GREAT STUFF PRO™ Window & Door
Insulating Foam Sealant
The instructions outlined
here describe how to use
GREAT STUFF PRO™ Window &
Door Insulating Foam Sealant
to air seal the gap around an
installed window or door frame
and the rough opening. GREAT
STUFF PRO Window & Door is
designed to form a durable,
airtight, water-resistant bond to
vinyl, wood, composite and
metal surfaces. It reduces the
amount of moisture intrusion
through fenestration openings,
which can help prevent moisture
damage and wood rot. This
one-component, minimal
expanding, low-pressure flexible
polyurethane foam expands
only enough to generate an
effective seal, and is formulated
to not distort or bow window
and door frames when properly
applied.

General
Information
• GREAT STUFF PRO™ Window
& Door Insulating Foam
Sealant is available in 20 oz
(567 g) and 24.5 oz (695 g)
reusable gun- and straw-applied
versions. See Table 1 for
estimated yields.

• Using one of the PRO Series
foam dispensing guns (shown
in Figure 1) simplifies the
application of GREAT STUFF
PRO Window & Door. In addition to enabling pinpoint
application control, an airtight
and moisture-tight seal
between the gun and the can
prevents the foam from curing
and blocking the dispensing
valve, allowing a can to be
reused.
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Figure 1

Conditions
of Use
• GREAT STUFF PRO™ Window
& Door is flammable during
dispensing. Shut off all gas
pilot lights, electrical igniters
and other sources of ignition
(e.g., candles, space heaters
and halogen lamps) before
and during use. Do not smoke
or use matches/lighters while
dispensing foam.
TA B L E 1

Estimated Yields for GREAT STUFF PRO™ Window & Door
Can Size, oz (g)

Delivery

No. of Windows(1)

20 (567)

Reusable straw

6-9

20 (567)

Gun

11-14

24.5 (695)

Reusable straw

8-11

24.5 (695)

Gun

8-11

(1) Average-sized windows (36" x 60" [0.9 m x 1.5 m], gap 3/8" [10 mm] wide and 1" [25 mm] deep)
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• Use GREAT STUFF PRO
Window & Door in a wellventilated area or with proper
respiratory protection. The
foam may cause sensitization
by inhalation and/or skin
contact. Read the Material
Safety Data Sheet before use.
• Contents of the can are under
pressure. Do not place in hot
water. Do not puncture, incinerate or store at temperatures
above 120°F (49°C). Can may
burst if left in areas susceptible
to high temperatures, such
as motor vehicles or near
radiators, stoves or other
sources of heat.
• Foam is extremely sticky. Take
appropriate measures to
protect skin, eyes and surfaces.
Wear gloves and safety glasses
or goggles.
• GREAT STUFF PRO Window &
Door may be used on vinyl,
wood, composite and metal
(aluminum or steel) surfaces.
The product adheres best
when surfaces are clean and
free of oil or chemicals.
• GREAT STUFF PRO Window &
Door should be applied at
temperatures between 40°F
and 100°F (4°C and 38°C) at
relative humidity ≥20%.
• Extremely cold temperatures
can affect dispensing
performance.
• Skin of cured foam can discolor if exposed to direct and
continuous sunlight for 24
hours or more. Foam should
be painted or coated if prolonged exposure to sunlight is
expected.
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For more information call:
1-800-474-7570, 602-272-8128
Website: www.bestmaterials.com
E-mail: sales@BestMaterials.com
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Preparation
1. Apply GREAT STUFF PRO
Window & Door when temperatures are between 40°F
and 100°F (4°C and 38°C),
at relative humidity ≥20%.
2. Be sure window/door and
frame surfaces are clean and
oil- and chemical-free.
3. Shake can vigorously for 60
seconds before dispensing
and between uses. Shaker
ball must tap. To free shaker
ball, rap can firmly against
base of hand.
4. Invert can and screw foam
dispensing gun (or threaded
end of straw assembly firmly)
onto valve as shown in
Figure 2. Screw until fingertight; do not overtighten
(Figure 3).
™

(When changing cans using
the foam dispensing gun,
tighten the flow control
knob before removing the
empty can [Figure 4]. Use
GREAT STUFF PRO™ Gun
Cleaner to remove any
residual foam from the
attachment area before
attaching fresh can.)

Application
1. Keeping can inverted, insert
applicator nozzle into the
space between the window
or door and the rough
opening and begin applying
foam (Figure 5). Fill openings
less than 50 percent full to
allow room for expansion.
Do not overfill gap (Figure 6).
GREAT STUFF PRO™
Window & Door should be
applied around all four
sides of a window opening,
and top and sides of a door
opening. Diameter of foam
bead should not exceed 3"
(75 mm).

Figure 4

5. Dispense foam for 3-6
seconds to purge air from
gun or straw.

TIP

Figure 2

Using grease or
petroleum jelly in the
adapter of the gun may
reduce possibility of
foam gluing the can on
the gun.

Figure 5

CAUTION:
Do not inject the foam
sealant into blind sixsided cavities, such as
window mullions. The
foam must be exposed to
atmospheric moisture to
thoroughly cure.
Figure 3
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Figure 6

TIP
Apply foam in a continuous bead, with no voids
or breaks, to achieve an
effective seal.

2. The foam dispensing gun is
recommended to control the
size of the foam bead (from
1/8" to 3" [3 mm to 75 mm]).
This is achieved by squeezing
the trigger on the foam dispensing gun or by adjusting
the flow control knob on the
back of the gun to set how
far the trigger can be pulled
(Figure 7). If using a straw
dispenser, the force exerted
on the button controls the
size of the foam bead.

Figure 7

3. If the gap is overfilled, trim
away excess foam with a
sharp knife (Figure 8). Foam
will be tack-free within 9
minutes and can be trimmed
in 1 hour. It is fully cured
12 hours after application.*
If product remains in the
can of GREAT STUFF PRO™
Window & Door, the gun
may be left attached for up
to 30 days. Always close
the flow control knob to
prevent air from entering
the gun when not in use.
TIP
Always close the flow
control knob when the
gun is not in use.

4. Clean foam dispensing gun
periodically by rubbing the
end on soft wood to free it
from foam. Do not use a
sharp object to clean foam
dispensing gun. Use GREAT
STUFF PRO™ Gun Cleaner
between extended periods
of non-use.

Cleanup
• On solid surfaces, uncured
foam can be dissolved with
GREAT STUFF PRO™ Gun
Cleaner.
• For skin and other surfaces,
cured foam must be mechanically removed or allowed to
wear off in time.
• To clean foam dispensing gun,
install a can of GREAT STUFF
PRO Gun Cleaner to the foam
dispensing gun and spray
until all foam is blown out
of the gun and only cleaner is
visible (approximately half the
can of cleaner will be used).
Allow the gun containing the
solvent to sit for several
minutes and repeat with a
second flush.
• Use GREAT STUFF PRO Gun
Cleaner in well-ventilated
areas only. See the Material
Safety Data Sheet for respiratory
protection requirements.
Solvent and propellant are
flammable.
• Do not leave a can of cleaner
mounted on the foam dispensing gun. This will dissolve the
lip seals inside the gun and
render it useless. Foam escaping at the handle or trigger
indicates a faulty seal.

NOTE: If this happens, the
gun should be replaced. If
the foam dispensing gun has
not been cleaned, add a
new can of GREAT STUFF
PRO™ Window & Door immediately. If left without a can
attached, exposure to air and
moisture will cause the foam
in the gun to cure. A fresh
can of foam may be left
attached to a foam dispensing
gun that has been cleaned
for up to 30 days.

TIP
Treat your gun like a
tool. The better you
take care of it, the
longer it will last.

Figure 8
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*Dependent upon temperature, relative humidity and size of foam bead
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IN THE U.S.:
• For Technical Information: 1-866-583-BLUE (2583)
• For Sales Information: 1-800-232-2436

IN CANADA:
• For Technical Information: 1-866-583-BLUE (2583) (English); 1-800-363-6210 (French)
• For Sales Information: 1-800-232-2436 (English); 1-800-565-1255 (French)

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
• Dow Building Solutions • 200 Larkin • Midland, MI 48674

DOW CHEMICAL CANADA INC.
• Dow Building Solutions • Suite 2100 • 450 – 1st St. SW • Calgary, AB T2P 5H1

www.dowbuildingsolutions.com
NOTICE: No freedom from any patent owned by Dow or others is to be inferred. Because use conditions and applicable laws may differ from one location to another and may change with time, Customer
is responsible for determining whether products and the information in this document are appropriate for Customer’s use and for ensuring that Customer’s workplace and disposal practices are in compliance
with applicable laws and other government enactments. Dow assumes no obligation or liability for the information in this document. NO EXPRESS WARRANTIES ARE GIVEN EXCEPT FOR ANY APPLICABLE
WRITTEN WARRANTIES SPECIFICALLY PROVIDED BY DOW. ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY EXCLUDED.
COMBUSTIBLE: Protect from heat sources. For more information, consult MSDS, call Dow at 1-866-583-BLUE (2583) or contact your local building inspector. In an emergency, call 1-989-636-4400 in the
U.S. or 1-519-339-3711 in Canada.
GREAT STUFF PRO™ products contain isocyanates, flammable hydrocarbon blowing agents and prepolymers. Read the label and Material Safety Data Sheet carefully before use. Eliminate all sources of
ignition before use. Wear gloves and safety glasses or goggles. Provide adequate ventilation or wear proper respiratory protection.
Building and/or construction practices unrelated to building materials could greatly affect moisture and the potential for mold formation. No material supplier including Dow can give assurance that mold
will not develop in any specific system.

Printed in U.S.A.
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